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Shiite rebellion, US overt aid to, 165-166
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Mayaguez incident, 310
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Article 41 sanctions against, 285
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Reagan's speech concerning, 234
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"deceptive peasant," fear of; 166-167
roots ofjust war tradition in, 147-151, 158, 171-172,215
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history of US policy in, 119
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policy-making: See Policy-making and policy language
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sovereignty, support for, 88-89, 105
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self-defense, multilateral approaches to, 48-49, 168
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National interest: See National security interest
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communitarian and utilitarian realism, distinguished, 93, 95
Holy Roman Empire, struggle of sovereign states to emerge from, 174-175
Nationals: See Citizens and citizenship
National security interest
communitarian and utilitarian realism, 93-94
covert activities as last resort, 289, 330-332
extreme or moderate realism as justification for behavior, 92
human rights approach to international law affecting, 96-98
legal options, 296
Libya, 1986 air attacks on, 308
moral standard in policy-making decisions, 279, 310-311
nOnn2tiverea1ism:SeeNonn2tiverea1ism
"Nation building.... 188
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justice, nanmllaw conception of, 175-176
just war theory, nanmllaw as basis of, 192
modem nanmllaw, discussion, 245-246, 313-314
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Necessity, effect of sovereignty, 104-105
Neighboring state, use of soil to violate others' sovereignty, 72-74
New nationalist lIS. noninterventionist debate, 253-256, 264
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Congress, problems of dealing with, 295-296
disinfonn2tion: See Disinfonn2tion
Gulf War, coverage of, 263
public support, enlisting: See Public support
Ngo Dilnh Diem as dictator, removal of, 210-211
Nicaragua
bac~und,242-243

competent authority, 186-189
defense of outcome, 143
Iran-Contra hearings, use of public funds for covert operations, 281, 325
jus ad bellum, 187
legal analysis and just war analysis, distinguished, 238-240
Operation Urgent Fury, purpose of, 311
public infonn2tion and support, importance of, 52, 301
"secret" attack, ignoring evidence of, 28
self-defense,1imits placed on, 138-141
technical collection assets, over-reliance on, 269
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Non-intervention: See Intervention or nonintervention
Noninterventionist lIS. new nationalist debate, 253-256, 264
Nonmembership in UN, effect of, 67
Noriega (General), arrest of See Panama
NOnn2tive realism, 91-92, 112, 133, 221
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North Vietnam: See Vietnam
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Nuclear weapons: See Weapons ofmass destruction
Nuremberg war crime principles, 128, 294
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Objectives ofunconventional warfare, 4
Obligatio erga omnes, 59
Oceans and seas: See High seas
"Open" covert operations, 333-334
Open warfare: See "Conventional" warflre
Operation Desert Storm: See Gulf War
Operation Just Cause: See Panama
"Operations other than war" See Low intensity conflict
Operation Urgent Fury, 311
Opinion polls, US government operating in reaction to, 265-266
Order: See Peace and order
Organization ofAmerican States (OAS), condemnation ofOperntionJust Cause by, 176-177,275
Osirak, Israeli preemptive bombing ofIraqi nuclear reactor at, 223-224
Oversight Act of1980, 286
Overt choice of means, just war theory applied to, 165-166
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National Council of Churches (NCC-USA), 260-261
philosophical position of; 88, 147-148, 150
"Pact of Paris": See Kellogg-Briand Treaty
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"anned attack," what constitutes, 282-283
comparative justice concept, 191
issues affecting use of military force in, 159-160
legal analysis and just war analysis, distinguished, 238-239
legal and moral constraints affecting Operation Just Cause, 116, 210
nonintetvention, exception to principle of; 185-186
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proportionality doctrine, application of; 275
"special case," US 1989 Panamanian intetvention as, 50
validity of action taken in OperationJust Cause, OAS condemnation of; 176-177,275
Pan Am Flight 103
economic sanctions against Libya, 285
multilateral approach in dealing with attack on, 49
"Pancho" Villa, US cavalry's pursuit of; 72
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right of defense, 36, 38
Peace and order
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"Peace of God" movement, 158,215
Peace of Westphalia, 10
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equity defense, 51-52
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Permission: See Consent or permission
Penian GulfWar: See Gulf War
Penonal-Ievcl deterrence. 37-38, 128
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drugs and drug trafficking
just war theory applied to, 199-200, 232
"Shining P:lth" (Sendero Luminoso), 144, 199,232
questions of)egitimOlcy ofgovernment, 134, 136
Philip II ofSpOlin, 9-10
Philippines, US role in overthrow of government ot; 326-327
Philosophi~ roots ofjust war tradition, 147-151, 158, 171-172,215
Piracy, intervention on high seas, 79
Plato
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Platt Amendment, effect of Cubm :lcceptlnce ot; 117
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Abu KihOld, Israeli :lSS:lSSination ot: 195-196, 231
"deceptive p=nt," fear ot; 166-167
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Police: See Criminal :lets :lnd law enforcement
Policy-nuking :lnd policy langllOlgc
covert :lctions as Stltec:raft, 325-350
eng:lging totalitlrian regimes with rule of law md democracy, 36-37
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just war tradition in policy deb:lte, 154-162,236,313
leg:ll :lnd motal ~ning involved in, 246, 309
national security interest :IS motal stmdOlrd in policy-making decisions, 279
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conflict, political nature ot; xv
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democratic governments: See Democracies md democratic idc:l!s
leadership ability following end of cold war, 253-256
morality and politics, pOliring ot; 252, 288
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intemationallaw, nonn created under, 239
Security Council resolutions, intemationallaw limited to, 240
Pragmatic argument for covert activities, 336
Preemptive self-defense: See Anticipatory or preemptive self-defense
President of US
See also specific matters
limited executive authority to protect American lives, 280
national security afiairs, Congressional challenge to control of; 268
opinion polls, US government operating in reaction to, 265-266
"right" or competent authority Gus ad bellum), 228, 280
War Powers Resolution, refusal to accept principle of; 187
Press: See News media
Preventive/attrition counterterror attacks, 197-198,231-232
"(The) Prince" by Machiavelli, 8-10
Proliferation of weapons ofmass destruction, ethical considerations, 178,
219-220
Proof See Evidence
Propaganda, covert activities in, 325-326
Proportion and proportionality doctrine Gust war theory)
comparative justice concept, 190
contemporary means ofwar as violation of; 150
covert activities, 350
drugs and drug trafficking, 200
Gulfwar: See Gulfwar
importance of; 38
intemationallaw, guidelines under, 133
just cause, 150, 189
Nicaraguan conflict, 243
Panama's strategic value to US, 275
"right authority" and '~ust cause," 159
scorched earth policy applied to drug trade, 199
self-defense, right to, 66, 68-69, 226-227
sovereignty
effect of; 104-105
use of military force affected by, 159
specific issues in observing, 162-163
state-sponsored terrorism, ethical considerations in response to, 177-178
success, calculation ofproportionality based on, 189,229,236
Vietnam, 275
Protracted conflicts, criticism of conduct of; 268-269
Psychological/political warfare as low-intensity conflict strategy, 52-53
Public support
"Clausewitzian" center of democracy, maintaining public support as, 205,
207,233,234,236,267,288,300,335-336
multilateral approaches to conflict as enlisting, 48-49, 168
necessity of public support in democracy, 52-53, 159, 167-166,
260,301
opinion polls, US government operating in reaction to, 265-266
policy-making, necessity for public debate, 278
unipolarity in post-cold war era, need for explanation of; 255-256
Punishment of wrongdoer, just war tradition as including, 212, 257
Purposes of UN stated in Article 1(1) of UN Charter, 61
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Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty, 326
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~ey,Paul, 147, 153, 154,276-277
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covert activities: Su more specific matters
Libya, Reagan's speech concerning, 234
Nicaraguan conflict: See Nicaragua
Reagan Docnine, xvi
Afghanistan, covert operations in, 290-291
Stimson Doctrine corollary, 50
unilateral actions of US during Reagan era, 120
War Powers Resolution, principles of, 187,280-281
Realism
Communitarian: See Communitarian realism
construction of, 110-113
covert activities conducted in realist context, 334-336
critique of, 94-96
normative realism: See Normative realism
policy debate,jwt war tradition in, 154-155
types of, 90-94
Realpolitik. policy-making according to categories of, 252
"Reasonableness," standards of, 182-184, 186-192,228,234-235
Reciprocity principle, 43-44, 46-48
international law dependent on, 233
US, special role of, 122, 237-238
Recognition by international community
intervention, justification for, 188
membership in UN, effect of absence of, 67
wrongfully seized territory, Stimson and Reagan Doctrines applied to, 50
Recovery of something wrongfully taken, just war tradition as including, 212, 257
Redisnibution ofwcalth, 308, 316
Reform
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military reform legislation of1986, effect of, 268
"Reform" intervention
American character, reformist zeal in, 248
right to engage in, absence of, 217
South Vietnamese government, 1963 removal of, 210
tyrannical leaders, judgment as to what constitutes, 209, 211
universal right of revolution affecting validity of, 216
Regicide, cultural uneasiness about, 164, 213
"Reinvigoration" of UN, effect of, 159-160, 168,284,299,311-312
Relativism, communitarian realism, 95
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ideological zealotry, challenges posed by, 161, 213
just war tradition, influence on, 147-151, 153-154,234
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Reporting requirement of Article 51, 71
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Request for help: See Invit:ltion. intervention by
Retorsion: See Self-defense
Revenge: See Right intention
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Catholic clergy's opposition to, history ot; 229
French milit:lry view ot; 269
illegitimate governments, low-intensity conflicts against, 102-104
insurgency: See Insurgency or counterinsurgency
'~ust revolution," what constitutes, 189,229,236
protracted conflicts, absence ofleadenhip in, 269
roots ofjust war tradition within, 215-216
Right intention (jus ad bellwn), 191-192
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medieval sources, 150, 164
moral limits on discretionary powers, 159
Weinberger Doctrine, 157
"Right" or competent authority (jus ad bellwn)
balance ofpowcr in US government, 158-159,228
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Gulf War, UN Resolution 636, 150
historical background, 158-159
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Libya, Article 41 sanctions against, 285
milit:try force preferable to, 165, 298
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Schools of Paris and Salamanca, concept ofjustice developed in, 174-176
Scorched earth policy applied to drug trade, 199
Seas and oceans: See High seas
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anticipatory self-defense: See Anticipatory self-defense
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Article 12, right to self-defense from armed attack, 57
collective self-defense: See Collective security concept
defined, 98, 236
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"exceptions" to UN Charter's definition of self-defense, effect ot; 282
historic US view, 70-71
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interpretation, 33-34, 37, 282
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just cause, criterion under, 257
Libya, US claim of self-defense in 1986 Libyan raid, 183, 197-198,212,232,239,299
multilateral approaches, 48-49, 168
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Nicangua case,limits placed on self-defense in, 138-141
nuclear weapons: See Weapons of mass destruction
pattern of aggression, right of defense, 31-33, 36, 38
preemptive self-defense: See Anticipatory or preemptive self-defense
"reasonable" claim ofself-defense,just war doctrine to determine, 184, 186-192,234
rule of law affected by need for, 44-46
scope of right to, 62-69
weapons ofmass destruction: See Weapons ofmass destruction
Self-help: See Self-defense
Self-preservation: See Self-defense
Sendero Luminoso, 144, 199,232
Serbia, covert nature of openting, 16
Shiite rebellion in Inq, US overt aid to, 165-166
"Shining Path" (Sendero Luminoso), 144, 199,232
Shultz-Weinberger debate
international law, absence of inclusion in Weinberger Doctrine, 234-235
jus ad bellum, translating into policy language, 156-157, 313
revival ofjust war tr:Idition in Weinberger Doctrine, 207, 211
"right authority" principle, 159
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Slavery and slave tr:Idc
economic reasons for, effect ot; 221
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Sota and Molina, 150
South Korea: See Korea
South Vietnam: See Vietnam
Sovereignty,23-144
borders of another state, military force used to cross: See Borders or frontiers
criminal organizations, nation's inability to deal with, 141
define~53, 110, 129-130, 133
dictators or tyrannical leaders, removal ot; 100-101,216-217,319
droit des gens ("sovereign equality'1: See Intervention or nonintervention
"egregious" violations of accepted rights, intervention in cases ot; 160
frontiers: See Borders or frontiers
history, 53-60
human rights: See Human rights
international law as basis of protection ot; 109-114
intervention: See Intervention or nonintervention
inviolate nature ot; 259
invitation: See Invitation, intervention by
justification ot; 98-100
legal constraints on low-intensity conflict, 25-39, 114
countering low-intensity conflict, 43-82
legitimacy: See Legitimacy
military force used to cross another state's borders: See Borders or frontiers
panel discussion, 115-144
philosophical analysis, 87-106
critique, 109-114
proportion: See Proportion and proportionality doctrine
request for help: See Invitation, intervention by
Schools of Paris and Salamanca, concept ofjustice developed in, 174-176
"sovereign equality" (droit des gens): See Intervention or nonintervention
Soviet Union
breakup of empire, challenges arising from, 161,254
Catholic clergy's opposition to Russian revolution, 229
contemporary military establishment resulting from cold war with, 269-271
economic assistance to, xvi-xvii, 80, 262
Finland, hopeless resistance against 1940 USSR invasion, 190
Helsinki human rights affecting downfall of USSR, 37
Leninist tradition of "vanguard of the proletariat," 187
Operation Urgent Fury, purpose ot; 311
"reinvigoration" of UN, effect ot; 159-160,168,284
Spain, challenging imposition ofSpanish rule in new world, 175-176
Special Operations Command, 286-287, 300
Sri Lanka as exception to principle of nonintervention, 185
St. Augustine, ISO, 209
St. Louis IX of France, srruggle to establish sovereign state, 174-175,209
St. Thomas Aquinas, ISO, 171-172, 174-176,209
"State of nature " version of realism, 92
State-sponsored terrorism: See Terrorism and counterterrorism
Stimson Doctrine, described, 50
Strategic culture (US) in small wars, 265-271
defined, 266
Suares, 150
Subversion, nature at; xv
Success, reasonable prospect of
calculation ofproportionality, 189,229,236
destabilization, 166
every day use ot; importance ot; 238
Libya, US 1986 attack on, 178
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mom limits encompassing, 159
Sun Tzu's "The Art of War," 6-8
Support: &e Public suppott
Suprell12CY ofintemationallaw provision under Article 14 of UN Charter, 57

Syria
Assad as expett in covett low-intensity techniques, 279-280
countetterrorism strategies, 197-198
Stlte-sponsored terrorism as act of war, 161
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Teaching institutions, integrating mom and political ideas in, 260, 262, 298-299
Technology, militlty culture oriented to, 269
Terrorism and countetterrorism
&e also specific Il12tters
criminal justice systems
exemption of terrorists from, 35-36
terrorism as within ambit of; 276, 308
executive limited authority of US President regarding, 280
historical authority for military force, 158-159
innocent host Stlte to terrorist activities, 72-74, 231
Isneli handling of &e Israel
just war doctrine
&e also specific Il12ttcrs, this topic
countetterror opentions, application to, 196-199,231-232,236
low-intensity conflict, defined, 160-161
militlry force,just cause for use of; 161-167
nationals abroad, defense of &e Citizens and citizenship
nature of; xv
preemptive strikes: &e Anticipatory or preemptive self-defense
stlte-sponsored terrorism
act of war, stlte-sponsored terrorism as, 161
ethical considentions, 177-178
history of US view of; 299-300
Libyan involvement, 283
Theological influence onjust war tradition, 147-151
Thitty Years War, 10
Thomas Aquinas, 150, 171-172, 174-176,209
Thucydides, classical view ofstltesll12nship, 339-342
Tiananmen Square massacre: &e China
Tibet, covett activities in, 326
Tndition
"intimations of tradition," communitlrian realism, 93-96
just war: &e Just war theory or tradition
Treaties
&e also specific Il12tters
interpretltion of; 138
Inq's refusal to honor cease fire treaty, effect of; 178,219
mitigating daIl12ge from breaking of; 49-50
self-imposed limits placed on sovereignty, 57-58
Trevetton, Gregory, view of covett activities, 333
Truman, Harry (president of US)
cold war giving rise to need for covett activities, 336-338
covett activities conducted within realist context, 336
Turner, Admir:al Stlnsfield, view of covett activities, 332-333
TWA 847 hijacking (1985), exemption of terrorists from criminal justice systems, 35-36
Tynnnicalleaders: &e Dictltors or tyr:innicalleaders
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Uganda, "evidence" of humanitarian intCIVention in, 228
"Unclean hands" doctrine affecting equitable reliet; 51
Unconventional watfare: See Low intensity conflict
Unilateral responses to aggression
See also Multilateral responses to aggression
limits placed on by international organizations, 213
self-defense matters: See Self-defense
Unipolarity, need for explanation ot; 255-256
United Nations
Charter of See Charter of United Nations
GulfWar, Security Council's role in: See Gulf War
history, 28
limitations on use ot; xviii
post-cold war state ot; 254
"reasonable" self-defense interpretations, 183-184
"reinvigoration" ot; effect, 159-160, 168,284,299,311-312
Security Council: See Security Council of United Nations
United States
See also more specific topics
checks and balances: See Balance ofpower
history ofAmerica, effect on American character, 287-288
legal and moral thought on war and policymaking, 151-154,292-293
political and cultural constraints on limited watfare, 249-322
post-cold war world, moral-cultural environment in, 251-264
reformist zeal in American character, 248
Universities: See Educational institutions
Usage and custom, restrictions imposed on sovereignty, 57-58
U-2 spy planes, civilian pilot used in, 276
USSR: See Soviet Union
Utilitarian realism, 93-94
critique, 94-96
national interest, what constitutes, 97

v
Values: See Moral justification and morality
Vance, Cyrus, view of covert activities as last resort, 331
Vattel, Emerich de Vattell, 184
Vengeance: See Right intention
Vertical social contracts
defined, 91
intervention, act ot; 139-140
sovereignty,justification ot; 99-100
Vienna Convention.. 284
Vietnam
antiwar movement, contemporary effects ot; 266, 270
Cambodian involvement: See Cambodia
"deceptive peasant," fear ot; 166-167
invitation, criteria under jus ad bellum for intervention by
188
low-intensity conflict, defined by Joint ChiefS ofStUI: 16CH61
"mixed" conflict, nature ot; xv
My Lai, effect of absence of discipline in field, 238
North Korea, distinguished, 185
proportionality doctrine applied to, 275
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public support, import:mce of; 205, 207, 233
"refonn" intervention, removal ofSouth Vietnamese government (1963), 210
"Violent peace," 3
Kautilya's Arthaslustta, 4-6
Machiavelli's "The Prince," 8-10
Sun Tzu's "Art of War," 6-8
Virtue theory, defined, 89
Vitoria ofSalanunca, ISO, 171-172, 175-176
Volunteers injust war, 100-101

w
Waiver or forfeiture of rights
illegitimate governments, low-intensity operations against, 102-104
social conttacts, breaking of; 99-100
War: See more specific topics
War-avoidance: See Avoidance of war, 184
"War-conduct law" Gus in bello}: Seejust war theory or ttadition
War crimes
Nuremberg war crime principles, 128, 294
seizure of war criminal as violation of nation's sovereignty, 102
"War-decision law" Gus ad bellum}: See Just war theory or tradition
War Powers Resolution
described,266,28o-281,292,300,309,318
presidential refusal to accept principle of; 187
Weapons ofmass destruction
maniacal states: See "Crazy states" factor
militaty culture oriented to, 269
proliferation of; ethical considerations, 178, 219-220
Security Council, future auditing function of; 299
self-defense
anticipatory self-defense, 75, 77-78, 128, 223-224, 294
right to, 65
"Weinberger doctrine": See Shultz-Weinberger debate
Wimbledon case, self-imposed limits placed on sovereignty, 58
Women's rights, Muslim nations' refusal to endorse, 127
Words and phrases: See specific definitions
WorId War I
international law, collapse of; 181
role of anticipatory self-defense in, 75
WorIdWarII
international law, collapse of; 181
Skorczeny, Otto, 274
Wrong•••: See Right. ..
Wrongful taking of property, just war ttadition as including recovery of; 212, 257

z
Zea1otty: See "Crazy states" factor
Zia, assassination of; 327
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